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Half Mast, 2020, 30-foot flag pole, 4 x 6-foot flag
PHOTOGRAPH BY DON HALL PHOTOGRAPHY

Visionary Poetry

Space – the syntactical play between exterior and interior – deserves
closer examination in Nic Wilson’s exhibition, Pavilion of Shadows
at the Art Gallery of Regina.
The exterior space under Wilson’s consideration is the park
surrounding the gallery building. A potentially bucolic yet understated
green space, its foliage is starkly limited and restrained, its vistas
of little consequence. There are no blind spaces or hidden zones
into which the viewer may fully withdraw from the surrounding city.
The space of the park is bare, lacking distinct cultural markers. The
existing public art billboards and metal sculptures have a tentative
feel to them. As one approaches the gallery’s main or side entrance,
Wilson’s towering intervention causes one to pause.
Wilson activates the park’s potential by erecting a sculpture entitled

Half Mast. The thirty-foot (9.14-metre) flagpole, replete with a
4 x 6-foot (1.2 x 1.8-metre) flag, appears to be an item of ordinary
civic furniture. On a breezy day, the flag will unfurl, displaying its
heraldry: a photographic image of a royal purple teddy bear seated
on a dry, strawberry-coloured background.
Attached to the limp teddy bear’s ear is the ubiquitous brand name
tag of “Ty.” You might recognize “Ty” as the brand of teddy bear
striving for universal cuddliness and popularity, part of the toy trade
by the maker of “Beanie Babies.”1
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The creator of the “Ty” teddy bears, H. Ty Warner, popularized them as Beanie Babies.
The Babies were produced with synthetic materials, a tag with website address
attached (a first for internet promotions launched in 1993) and were purposely under
stuffed so they could be easily posed to sit and “look real,” according to Warner. Is
Wilson’s chosen Beanie Baby the Lady Diana memorial bear with a white rose
embroidered over the bear’s heart?

Can we read the Beanie Baby flag the same way we read “official”
symbolic flags, as portals to meaning and presence? Not really, and
Wilson knows this.
National, provincial, city and corporate brand flags, for example, use
colours, slogans, images of flora and fauna, and so on to announce
a claim to the governance of space. Wilson’s sculpture however
provides a curious counterpoint to viewers’ expectations of the flag’s
symbolic power to proclaim jurisdiction. Its floppy teddy bear is, if
anything, a sign of crass sentimentality above the cultivated topography of the park. It doesn’t invite reverence for honour, commerce or
space, but I would suggest it testifies to Wilson’s aesthetic tolerance.
It operates to initiate the viewer to a separate, elevated language.

Half Mast opens a space for the poetic threads that structure
Wilson’s exhibition. It suggests Wilson has proposed a very thin
veil between some outside force and some very solid grounded
force. The veil, however transparent, is where Wilson introduces
the instant of the poetic. In an instant of visual arrest, Half Mast
announces itself as a sentry/sentinel for the mixed media works
found in the main gallery.

Half Mast is an entry point to a secret, largely wordless language to
be addressed in the interior gallery. The gallery floor is dominated by

Monument, comprised of a 10.5 x 19-foot (3.2 X 5.8-metre)
rectangle of mottled gray ash with found objects embedded – a
chunk of marble and Tyndalll stone, a wax candles, a CD by Elton
John, a tribute to JFK vinyl recording, a memorial Beanie Baby, an
enamel pan with an orangey residue (embalming fluid?) – these and
other commercially sourced memorial items appear to float as
detritus on a family-size burial plot.

Monument causes me to recall the snow encased ‘death zone’,
a site where hundreds of bodies of failed climbers and guides are
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Monument (installation view), 2020, sifted ash,
compact discs, stuffed toy, vinyl record, Italian marble,
Tyndall stone, plastic flowers, pyrex baking dish, water,
red food dye, clove oil, 10.5 x 19 feet
PHOTOGRAPH BY DON HALL PHOTOGRAPHY

strewn across the immense summit of Mount Everest, which Wilson
contemplates in his 2019 text “Two Mountains.”2 Wilson’s gallery
installation is an ash heap of history with objects as obtuse footnotes
set amidst fragments from pop culture civilization; inanimate,
ruinous bits that refuse to decompose. Wilson’s chosen objects
are the remnants of a human presence and living culture collected
and juxtaposed to suggest that the viewer’s contemplation will
be rewarded with new associations and meanings. The intended
message, however, is of coming into one’s life consciously, in a
way that needs various explanations. As artist and viewers, we try
to find these explanations from our first encounter with the perma-

nence of objects. The haunted objects in Monument testify, and in
so doing, they testify as an instance of language. For this viewer,

Monument invokes the words of William Carlos Williams, “But the
words made solely of air or less, that came to me out of the air
and insisted on being written down, I regret most — that there has
come an end to them.”3
Wilson’s photography is an understated poetry. It’s a record that
someone was there and now is not there. It is the blurred image of
a bouquet of flowers in Blurry Chrysanthemums (After Fantin-Latour)
that most suggests the presence of Wilson himself. The flowers
reference the 19th-century French studio painter Henri Fantin-Latour
whose floral arrangements against plain backgrounds were curated
in combinations to be read as studies in abstract musical harmony.
Wilson pitches himself forward in the photograph, not as his
foregrounded shadow in a family snapshot, but the blurriness of the
image serving as a certificate of presence. It is Wilson’s eye seeing
things, observing, and, more complexly, involved with getting the
inside on the outside. It is making “the words that came to me” a
way for Wilson to think with his photographs and their references to
the weight of tradition and rhetorical practice. Wilson’s photographs
in the exhibition, including Blurry Still-Life Flowers (After Monneyer)
and Blurry Hubble Image, are particular and echoing, and Wilson
makes a communal art of them.
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Wilson, Nic. Still Life With Dying Flowers, self-published chapbook, 2019, 7.
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Williams, William Carlos. “Journey To Love.” The Collected Poems of William Carlos
Williams: 1939-1962, Vol. 2, New Directions Publishing, 1991, 325.
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left: Blurry Chrysanthemums (After Fantin-Latour)
(installation view), 2020, framed digital print, 16 x 16 inches
right: Blurry Hubble Image (installation view), 2020,
framed digital print, 16 x 16 inches
PHOTOGRAPH BY DON HALL PHOTOGRAPHY
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Blurry Still Life-Flowers (After Monnoyer)
(installation view), 2020, framed digital print, 16 x 16 inches
PHOTOGRAPH BY DON HALL PHOTOGRAPHY

Pavilion of Shadows (installation view), 2020
PHOTOGRAPH BY DON HALL PHOTOGRAPHY

One of the most moving and challenging preoccupations in Wilson’s
exhibition is A Dying Hare, his 480-minute video presented on a
modestly-scaled flat screen. A Dying Hare “documents” multiple
interior scenes that begin with a hand igniting a collection of provocative candle figurines, one wick after the other. The fantastically
kitschy objects include a provisional assemblage on spindly wires
attached to green Styrofoam base, an olive, a tableau comprised
of rabbits, 10 flowers, red roses, a white skull, and a single blue
and white striped candle. (Spoiler alert: the chunk of florist’s foam
eventually catches fire.)
In each scene, the candles burn down in real-time; only when each
candle is entirely consumed by the flame does the next scene
unfold. As a viewer, you may never again feel so isolated. As the
artist, Wilson may momentarily contemplate the perishability of the
viewer and ponder having no audience.
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A Dying Hare (installation view), 2020,
digital video, 480 minutes
PHOTOGRAPH BY DON HALL PHOTOGRAPHY
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A Dying Hare (video stills), 2020,
digital video, 480 minutes
PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF THE ARTIST
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A Dying Hare (video stills), 2020,
digital video, 480 minutes
PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF THE ARTIST

Emily Dickinson hid from people all the time and didn’t want to be
seen. She even hid her work, unsure of her audience. Wilson may be
suggesting a comparable trajectory of shyness and social discomfort
as his comfort zone. His elusive Half Mast, Monument, the blurry
photographs and the publication, What I Saw, rendered untouchable
by Covid-19 may, however, be an attempt to find a form of a visual
word that is utterly self-sustaining and autonomous. That doesn’t
need a reference to locate it or a meaning apart from its evident
being as its definition.
Could the real-time being be that self-sustaining word? Wilson
renders a complicated structuring of space and time that lends itself
to rethinking space as a complex of poetic assemblages. I suspect
Wilson spends all his time beating against the edge, trying to realize
this word, knowing it will never be accomplished in the human
imagination, yet that’s where he finds himself.

Wayne Baerwaldt
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What I Saw (installation view), 2020,
artist’s book, 4.25 x 6.5 inches
PHOTOGRAPH BY DON HALL PHOTOGRAPHY
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What I Saw (installation view), 2020,
artist’s book, 4.25 x 6.5 inches
PHOTOGRAPH BY DON HALL PHOTOGRAPHY
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What I Saw (installation view), 2020,
artist’s book, 4.25 x 6.5 inches
PHOTOGRAPH BY DON HALL PHOTOGRAPHY
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